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University of Freiburg, Germany
Abstract. We present a novel approach to termination analysis. In a
first step, the analysis uses a program as a black-box which exhibits only
a finite set of sample traces. Each sample trace is infinite but can be
represented by a finite lasso. The analysis can ”learn” a program from
a termination proof for the lasso, a program that is terminating by con-
struction. In a second step, the analysis checks that the set of sample
traces is representative in a sense that we can make formal. An exper-
imental evaluation indicates that the approach is a potentially useful
addition to the portfolio of existing approaches to termination analysis.
1 Introduction
Termination analysis is an active research topic, and a wide range of methods
and tools exist [12,14,23,27,29,36,39]. Each method provides its own twist to
address the same issue: in the presence of loops with branching or nesting, the
termination argument has to account for all possible interleavings between the
different paths through the loop.
If the program is lasso-shaped (a stem followed by a single loop without
branching), the control flow is trivial; there is only one path. Consequently, the
termination argument can be very simple. Many procedures are specialized to
lasso-shaped programs and derive a simple termination argument rather effi-
ciently [4,5,7,11,24,31,33]. The relevance of lasso-shaped programs stems from
their use as the representation of an infinite trace through the control flow graph
of a program with arbitrary nesting.
We present a new method that analyzes termination of a general program P
but has to find termination arguments only for lasso-shaped programs. In our
method we see the program P as a blackbox from which we can obtain sample
traces. We transform a sample trace πi into a lasso-shaped program and use exist-
ing methods to compute a termination argument for this lasso-shaped program.
Afterwards we construct a “larger” program Pi (which may have branching and
nested loops) for which the same termination argument is applicable. We call
this construction learning, because we learned the terminating program Pi from
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a sample trace πi. Our algorithm continues iteratively until we learned a set of
programs P1, . . . ,Pn that forms a decomposition of the original program P . This
decomposition can be seen as a program of the form choose(P1, . . . ,Pn), i.e., a
nondeterministic choice of programs P1, . . . ,Pn, that is semantically equivalent
to the original program P .
Our technical contribution is this method, which does not only extend the
existing portfolio of termination analyses but also provides a new functionality:
the decomposition of a program P into modules P1, . . . ,Pn. This decomposi-
tion is not guided by the syntax of the program, this decomposition exploits a
novel notion of modularity where a module is defined by a certain termination
argument. This novel notion of modularity is the conceptual contribution of our
paper.
program sort(int i)
ℓ1: while (i>0)
ℓ2: int j:=1
ℓ3: while(j<i)
// if (a[j]>a[i])
// swap(a[j],a[i])
ℓ4: j++
ℓ5: i--
ℓ1
ℓ2
ℓ3
ℓ4
ℓ5
i>0
j:=1
j<ij++
j>=i
i--
Let us explain our algorithm informally using the program Psort depicted
above which is an implementation of bubblesort. Termination of Psort can be
shown, e.g., by using the quadratic ranking function f(i, j) = i2 − j, or the
lexicographic ranking function f(i, j) = (i, i−j). Intuitively, neither of the two
ranking functions is a simple termination argument.
Now, let us pick some ω-trace from Psort. We take the trace that first enters
the outer while loop and then takes the inner while loop infinitely often. We
denote this trace using the ω-regular expression Outer.Innerω. We see that
this trace is terminating. Its termination can be shown using the linear ranking
function f(i, j) = i− j. Moreover, we see that this ranking function is not only
applicable to this trace, this ranking function is applicable to all traces that
eventually always take the inner loop.
(Inner+Outer)∗.Innerω (1)
Now, let us pick another ω-trace from Psort. This time we take the trace
that always takes the outer while loop. We see that this trace is terminating.
Its termination can be shown using the linear ranking function f(i, j) = i.
Moreover, we see that this ranking function is not only applicable to this trace,
this ranking function is applicable to all traces that take the outer while loop
infinitely often.
(Inner∗.Outer)ω (2)
Finally, we consider the set of all ω-trace of the program Psort
(Outer+ Inner)ω ,
check that each trace has the form (1) or has the form (2), and conclude that
Psort is terminating.
If we are to automate the reasoning from the example above, a number of
questions arise.
(A) How does one effectively represent a set of traces that share a common
reason for termination, like the sets (1) and (2) above? The answer is given in
Section 2 where we define a module, which is a program whose traces adhere to
a certain fairness constraint.
(B) What is a termination argument whose applicability to a whole set of
traces can be checked effectively? The answer is given in Section 3 where we
present a Floyd-Hoare style annotation for termination proofs.
(C) How can we learn a set of terminating traces (represented as a program
with a fairness constraint) from a single terminating sample trace? The answer
is given in Section 4 where we construct a terminating module from a given
termination proof.
(D) How can we check that a set of modules P1, . . . ,Pn covers the behavior
of the original program P and can we always decompose P into a set of modules
P1, . . . ,Pn? One facet of the question is the theoretical completeness, which
is answered in Section 5. The other facet is the practical feasibility, which is
analyzed via an experimental evaluation in Section 6.
2 Fair module
Preliminaries. The key concept in our formal exposition is the notion of an
ω-trace, which is an infinite sequence of program statements π = st1st2 . . .. We
assume that the statements are taken from a given finite set of program state-
ments Σ. If we consider Σ as an alphabet and each statement as a letter, then
an ω-trace is an infinite word over this alphabet. In order to stress the usage of
statements as letters of an alphabet, we sometimes frame each statement/letter.
For example, we can write the alphabet of our running example Psort as Σsort =
{ i>0 , j:=1 , j<i , j++ , j>=i , i-- } and π = j<i j:=1 .( j:=1 j++ j:=1 )ω is an ω-trace.
The definition of an ω-trace as an arbitrary (infinite) sequence means that the
notion is independent of the programming language semantics, which we even
have not introduced yet. We will do so now. A valuation ν is a function that maps
the program variables ~v to values. We use the term valuation instead of state
to stress that this is independent from the program counter (and independent
from control flow). We call a set of valuations a predicate and use the letter I
to denote predicates. The letter I is used reminiscent to invariant, because we
will use predicates to represent invariants at locations. We assume that each
statement st comes with a binary relation over the set of valuations (the set of
its precondition/postcondition pairs). We say that the Hoare triple {I}st{I ′} is
valid, if the binary relation for st holds between precondition I and postcondition
I ′. We use the interleaved sequences of valuations and statements ν0
st1→ . . .
stn→ νn
as a shorthand to denote that each pair of valuations (νi, νi+1) is contained in
the transition relation of the statement sti+1.
An ω-trace may not correspond to any possible execution for one out of
two reasons. First, there may be a finite prefix that does not have any possible
execution, like e.g., the prefix x<0 x:=1 x<0 of the ω-trace ( x<0 x:=1 )ω . Secondly,
there may be no starting valuation ν0 for any infinite execution, although every
finite prefix is executable which holds e.g., for the ω-trace ( x>=0 x++ )ω. In both
cases we call such an ω-trace terminating.
The notion of an ω-trace is also independent of a program (a trace may
not correspond to a path in the program’s control flow graph). We introduce
a program as a control flow graph whose edges are labeled with statements.
Formally, a program is a graph P = 〈Loc, δ, ℓinit〉 with a finite set Loc of nodes
called locations, a set δ of edges labeled with statements, i.e., δ ⊆ Loc × Σ ×
Loc and an initial node called the initial location ℓinit. We call the program P
terminating if each of its ω-traces is terminating.
Module: program with fairness contraint. In our method we will decompose a
program into modules such that each module represents traces that share a
common reason for termination. We now formalize our notion of a module.
Definition 1 (module). A module is a program together with a fairness con-
straint given by a distinguished location ℓfin, i.e.,
P = 〈Loc, δ, ℓinit, ℓfin〉
where the set of location can be partitioned into two disjoint sets, LocU , and
LocV , such that
– the initial location is contained in LocU ,
– the final location is contained in LocV , and
– no location in LocV has a successor in LocU , i.e.,
(ℓ, st, ℓ′) ∈ δ implies ℓ ∈ LocU or ℓ
′ ∈ LocV
A fair ω-trace of a module P is an ω-trace that labels a fair path in the graph of
P, which is a path that visits the distinguished location ℓfin infinitely often. We
call the module P terminating if each of its fair ω-traces is terminating.
A non-fair ω-trace of a terminating module (i.e., an ω-trace that labels a
path in its control flow graph without satisfying the fairness constraint) can be
non-terminating.
For the reader who is familiar with the concept of Bu¨chi automata, a module
is reminiscent of a Bu¨chi automaton with exactly one final state. A Bu¨chi au-
tomaton of this form recognizes an ω-regular language of the form U.V ω, where
U and V are regular languages over the alphabet of statements U, V ⊆ Σ∗.
ℓ0
ℓ2
ℓ3
ℓ4
ℓ5
ℓ′3
ℓ′4
i>0
j:=1
j<ij++
j>=i
i--
j:=1
j<ij++
ℓ0
ℓ2
ℓ3
ℓ4
ℓ5
i>0
j:=1
j<ij++
j>=i
i--
Example 1. Let us con-
sider again our running
example Psort. The sets
that we gave informally
by the ω-regular expres-
sions (1) and (2) can
be represented as mod-
ules. The module Psort1
depicted on the left rep-
resents all traces that
eventually only take the
inner while loop. The
module Psort2 depicted
on the right represents all traces that take the outer while loop infinitely often.
In this example, the decomposition of the program into modules is defined
by the nestings structure of while loops. In Section 5 we present an algorithm
that finds a decomposition automatically but does not rely on any information
about the structure of the while loops in the program.
3 Certified Module
In this section we present a termination argument for modules that consists of
two parts: a ranking function and an annotation of the module’s locations.
First, we extend the usual notion of a ranking function to our definition
of a module. The crux in the following definition lies in the fact that we do
not require that the value of the ranking function has to decrease after a fixed
number of steps. We only require that the value of the ranking function has to
decrease every time the final location ℓfin is visited. As a consequence our ranking
function is a termination argument that is applicable to each fair ω-trace, but
does not have to take non-fair ω-traces into account.
Definition 2 (ranking function for a module). Given a module P, we call
a function f from valuations into a well-ordered set (W,≺) a ranking function
for P if for each finite path
ℓ0
st1→ · · ·
stk→ ℓk
stk+1
→ · · ·
stn→ ℓn
that starts in the initial location (i.e., ℓ0 = ℓinit) and visits the final location in
the k-th step and in the n-th step (i.e., ℓk = ℓn = ℓfin) and for each sequence of
valuations ν0, . . . , νn such that the pair (νi, νi+1) is in the transition relation of
the statement sti, i.e.,
ν0
st1→ · · ·
stk→ νk
stk+1
→ · · ·
stn→ νn
the value of the ranking function decreases whenever ℓfin is visited, i.e.,
f(νn) ≺ f(νk).
In all the following examples we take Z as domain of the program variables.
Our well-ordered set W will be (Z ∪ {∞},≺). The ordering ≺ is the natural
order restricted to pairs where the second operand is greater than or equal to
zero (i.e., a ≺ b if and only if a < b ∧ b ≥ 0).
Example 2. The function f : dom → Z ∪ {∞} defined as f(i, j) = i − j is a
ranking function for the module Psort1 depicted in Example 1.
Lemma 1. If the module P has a ranking function f , then each fair trace of
the module is terminating.
How can we check that a function is a ranking function for a module? We
next introduce a novel kind of annotation, called rank certificate that serves as a
proof for this task. Informally, a rank certificate is a Floyd-Hoare annotation that
ensures that the value of the ranking function has decreased whenever the final
location ℓfin was visited. Therefore, we introduce an auxiliary variable oldrnk
that represents the value of the ranking function at the previous visit of ℓfin.
Initially, the auxiliary variable oldrnk has the value ∞ which is a value strictly
greater than all other values from our well-ordered W.
Definition 3 (certified module). Given a module P = 〈Loc, δ, ℓinit, {ℓfin}〉 and
a function f from valuations into a well-ordered set (W,≺), we call a mapping I
from locations to predicates a rank certificate for the function f and the module
P if the following properties hold.
– The initial location ℓinit is mapped to the predicate where the auxiliary vari-
able oldrnk has the value ∞, i. e.,
I(ℓinit) ⇔ oldrnk =∞.
– The accepting state is mapped to a predicate in which the value of the ranking
function f over the program variables is smaller than the value of the variable
oldrnk, i. e.,
I(ℓfin) ⇒
(
f(~v) ≺ oldrnk
)
.
– The outgoing edges of non-accepting locations correspond to valid Hoare
triples, i.e.,
{ I(ℓ) } st { I(ℓ′) } is valid for (ℓ, st, ℓ′) ∈ δ, ℓ 6= ℓfin
and outgoing edges of the final location correspond to valid Hoare triples if
we insert an additional assignment statement that assigns the value of the
ranking function to the auxiliary variable oldrnk , i.e.,
{ I(ℓ) } oldrnk:=f(~v) ; st { I(ℓ′) } is valid for (ℓfin, st, ℓ
′) ∈ δ
We call the triple (P , f, I) a certified module.
ℓ1{oldrnk =∞}
ℓ2
{oldrnk =∞}
ℓ3{oldrnk =∞}
ℓ4{oldrnk =∞}
ℓ5{oldrnk =∞}
ℓ′3
{i− j < oldrnk
∧ oldrnk ≥ 0}
ℓ′4
{i− j = oldrnk
∧ i− j > 0}
i>0
j:=1
j<ij++
j>=i
i--
j:=1
j<ij++
Example 3. The fig-
ure on the right de-
picts a certified mod-
ule (Psort1 , f, I) where
f is the ranking func-
tion f(i, j) = i − j
and I is the mapping
of locations to pred-
icates indicated by writ-
ing the predicate be-
neath the location.
Theorem 1 (soundness). Each fair ω-trace of a certified module (P , f, I) is
terminating.
4 Learning a terminating program
In this section we present a method for the construction of a certified module
(P , f, I). The crux of this method is that we do not construct a termination
argument (a ranking function f together with a rank certificate I) for the re-
sulting module P . Instead, we construct vice versa the resulting module P as
the largest module for which a given termination argument (a ranking function
f together with a rank certificate I) is applicable. We obtain this termination
proof from a single ω-trace. We call this method learning, because we learn a
terminating program (given as a certified module) from a single sample trace.
The input to our method is a terminating ω-trace st1 . . . stk−1(stk . . . stn)
ω
that is ultimately periodic. We call an ultimately periodic trace a lasso. We
call the prefix st1 . . . stk−1 the stem of the lasso and we call the periodic part
stk . . . stn the loop of the lasso. For better legibility we use u (resp. v) to denote
the stem (resp. loop) of the lasso. We construct a certified module (P , f, I) in
the following three steps.
Step 1. Synthesize ranking function f
First, we construct a module Puvω that has only one single ω-trace, namely
the lasso uvω. We call Puvω the lasso module of uv
ω and construct Puvω =
〈Loc, δ, ℓinit, {ℓfin}〉 formally as the module that has one location for each state-
ment (i.e., Loc = {ℓ0, . . . , ℓn−1}), where ℓ0 is the initial location, ℓk is the
final location and the transition graph resembles the shape of a lasso, i.e.,
δ = {(ℓi, sti, ℓi+1) | i = 1, . . . n− 2} ∪ {(ℓn−1, stn, ℓk)}.
The lasso module Puvω can be seen as a program that consists of a single while
loop. This allows us to use existing methods [4,5,7,11,24,31,33] to synthesize a
ranking function for Puvω .
ℓ1 ℓ2 ℓ3 ℓ4i>0 j:=1
j<i
j++
Example 4. Given the ω-trace
i>0 j:=1 ( j<i j++ )ω, we construct
the lasso module Puvω depicted
on the right and synthesize the ranking function f(i, j) = i− j for this module.
Step 2. Compute rank certificate I
{ true } oldrnk:=∞ { I(ℓ1) }
{ I(ℓi) } sti { I(ℓi+1) } for 1 ≤ i < k
I(ℓk)⇒ f(~v) < oldrnk
{ I(ℓk) } oldrnk:=f(~v) stk { I(ℓk+1) }
{ I(ℓi) } sti+1 { I(ℓi+1) } for k < i < n
{ I(ℓn) } stn { I(ℓk) }
Given the lasso module Puvω and
the ranking function f , we now com-
pute a rank certificate I. Since Puvω
has a “lasso shape” a mapping I
from the locations of Puvω to predi-
cates is a rank certificate if and only
if the Hoare triples and the implica-
tion shown on the right are valid.
program rankDecrease()
oldrnk :=∞
ℓ1 : st1
...
...
ℓk−1 : stk−1
ℓk : while (true)
assert(f(~v) < oldrnk)
oldrnk := f(~v)
stk
ℓk+1 : stk+1
...
...
ℓn : stn
The predicates I(ℓi) for which these
implications are valid, can be obtained by
proving partial correctness of the program
rankDecreaseuvf depicted on the left. The
program rankDecreaseuvf first assigns the
value ∞ (which is strictly larger than any
other element in the well-ordered setW) to
the variable oldrnk. Afterwards the state-
ments st1 . . . stk−1 are executed and the pro-
gram rankDecreaseuvf enters a nonter-
minating while loop. We use an assert
statement to state the correctness speci-
fication of the program rankDecreaseuvf.
The program is correct if at the beginning
of the while loop the inequality f(~v) < oldrnk holds. After this assert state-
ment, the current value of the function f is assigned to the variable oldrnk and
then the statements stk . . . stn are executed.
A Floyd-Hoare annotation I(ℓ1), . . . , I(ℓn) that shows partial correctness of
the program rankDecreaseuvf is also a rank certificate for our ranking function
f and our lasso module Puvω . This Floyd-Hoare annotation can be computed by
static analysis [15].
ℓ1
{oldrnk =∞}
ℓ2
{oldrnk =∞}
ℓ3
{i− j ≺ oldrnk}
ℓ4
{i− j ≤ oldrnk
∧ i− j ≥ 0}
i>0 j:=1
j<i
j++
Example 5. Continuing
Example 4 we con-
struct the program
rankDecreaseuvf for
Puvω and compute
the rank certificate
depicted in the figure on the right. The rank certificate I is represented by the
predicates denoted beneath the locations.
An alternative variant of Step 2. Some methods for the synthesis of a ranking
function [7,24] also provide a supporting invariant. This is a predicate I such
that
– I is invariant under executions of the loop st1 . . . stk−1,
– I is an overapproximation of the reachable valuations after executing the
stem stk . . . stn,
– and each execution of the loop starting in a valuation contained I decreases
the ranking function f .
If we have a supporting invariant I for the ranking function f , we do not have
to construct and analyze the program rankDecreaseuvf. Alternatively, we can
set the predicate I(ℓk) to
I ∧ f(~v) < oldrnk ∧ oldrnk ≥ 0
and obtain the remaining predicates I(ℓ0), . . . , I(ℓk−1), and I(ℓk+1), . . . , I(ℓn)
as strongest postconditions by using an interpolating theorem prover.
Step 3. Construct module P
We extend the lasso module Puvω to a module P that also has the ranking
function f and that also has the rank certificate I. Therefore we modify Puvω
according to the following two rules.
Modification rule 1: merge locations If the predicates mapped to the lo-
cations ℓi and ℓj coincide (i.e., I(ℓi) = I(ℓj)) then we may merge both
locations.
Modification rule 2: add transitions Let st be some program statement and
let ℓi, and ℓj be locations. If ℓi 6= ℓj and the Hoare triple { ℓi } st { ℓj } is
valid, we may add the transition (ℓi, st, ℓj). If ℓi = ℓj and the Hoare triple
{ ℓi } oldrnk:=f(~v) ; st { ℓj } is valid, we may add the transition (ℓi, st, ℓj).
If we apply these modifications to a certified module we obtain again a certified
module. Every strategy for applying these modfications gives rise to an algorithm
that is an instance of our method.
ℓ1
{oldrnk =∞}
ℓ3
{i− j ≺ oldrnk}
ℓ4
{i− j ≤ oldrnk
∧ i− j ≥ 0}
Σ
Σ
j<i
j++
Example 6. Continuing Ex-
ample 4 we merge loca-
tions ℓ1 and ℓ2. Afterwards
we add for each program
statement that occurs in
Psort a selfloop at ℓ1 and
a transition between ℓ1 and ℓ3. We obtain the certified module Pext depicted
on the right. The set of fair ω-traces of this module is given by the ω-regular
expression Σ∗.( j<i j++ )ω . If we take the intersection of the program Psort and
the module Pext we obtain the module P
sort
1 from Example 1. In our algorithm
(Section 5), we do not need to construct modues such as Psort1 explicitly (we
only use their implicit representation through Pext).
5 Overall algorithm
Until now, we have formalized (and automated) one part of our method, which
is to construct a terminating module from a given sample trace. We still need
to formalize (and automate) how to check that a set of modules covers all be-
haviours of the program. We will say that the program P has a decomposition
into the modules P1, . . . ,Pn if the set of ω-traces of the program P is the union
of the set of fair ω-traces of the modules P1, . . . ,Pn.
We can automate the check that indeed all cases are covered by reducing it
to the inclusion between Bu¨chi automata. Both a program and a module are
special cases of Bu¨chi automata (where the set of states is the set of program
locations and the set of final states contains all program locations respectively
the final location ℓfin only). By definition, the ω-traces of the program P are
exactly the infinite words accepted by the Bu¨chi automaton P (and form the
language L(P) recognized by P), and the fair ω-traces of the module Pi are
exactly the infinite words accepted by the Bu¨chi automaton Pi (and form the
language L(Pi) recognized by Pi), for i = 1, . . . , n. The inclusion
L(P) ⊆ L(P1) ∪ · · · ∪ L(Pn)
can be checked by a model checker such as [26] or by a tool for manipulating
Bu¨chi automata such as [38].
We will use Bu¨chi automata also in order to prove that decomposing a pro-
gram into certified modules is in principle a complete method for termination
analysis.
Theorem 2 (completeness). If a program P is terminating then it can be
decomposed into a finite set of certified modules, i.e., there are certified modules
(P1, f1, I1), . . . , (Pn, fn, In)
such that the following equality holds.
L(P) = L(P1) ∪ · · · ∪ L(Pn)
Overall algorithm. Having reduced the check that a set of modules is a decom-
position of a program, we are ready to present our algorithm for termination
analysis, depicted below. The algorithm iteratively constructs certified modules
(Pi, fi, Ii) until all ω-traces of the program are known to be terminating or we
encounter an ω-trace for which we cannot find a termination argument.
At the beginning of each iteration (line 2) we check if there is an ω-trace of the
program P that is not already a fair ω-trace of one of the modules P1, . . . ,Pn−1
(for which termination has already been proven). As mentioned above, we re-
duce this check to language inclusion of Bu¨chi automata. Therefore we know
that whenever there exists a counterexample to language inclusion there exists
also a lasso-shaped counterexample. We take such a lasso-shaped ω-trace uvω
and construct a program (called lasso module) whose only ω-trace is uvω (see
input : program P
output: certified modules (P1, f1, I1), . . . , (Pn, fn, In)
1 for n = 0, 1, 2, . . . do
2 if L(P) * L(P1) ∪ · · · ∪ L(Pn−1) then
3 take ω-trace u.vω that is counterexample to inclusion;
4 construct lasso module Puvω ;
5 fn := synthesizeRankingFunction(Puvω);
6 if fn = no ranking function found then
7 return “unable to decide termination of P”
8 end
9 In := computeRankCertificate(fn, Puvω);
10 Pn := extendCertifiedModule(Puvω , fn, In);
11 else
12 return “P is terminating,”
“found decomposition (P1, f1, I1), . . . , (Pn, fn, In)”
13 end
14 end
Algorithm 1: decomposition of a program P into certified modules
Step 1 in Section 4). Next, we analyze termination of the lasso module Puvω . If
we cannot find a ranking function fn for Puvω our algorithm is unable to de-
cide termination of P and returns. Otherwise we take a ranking function fn and
construct a rank certificate In for fn and Puvω (see Step 2 in Section 4). After-
wards we use the rank certificate to construct the module Pn. Termination of
each fair ω-trace of Pn can be shown using the ranking function fn and the rank
certificate In, i.e., (Pn, fn, In) is a certified module (see Step 3 in Section 4). If
we were not able to find a counterexample to inclusion in line 2, the program P
is already decomposed into certified modules. We have proven termination and
return the certified modules (P1, f1, I1), . . . , (Pn, fn, In).
Our approach lends itself to a variation of the above algorithm where one uses
an exit condition different from the inclusion check in line 2. In that case, the
algorithm returns the modules P1, . . . ,Pn−1constructed so far and, in addition,
a “remainder program” Prem which is constructed via the language-theoretic
difference of Bu¨chi automata.
Prem := P\(P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pn−1)
This is interesting in a variety of contexts, e.g., when we found an ω-trace that is
nonterminating, or when we found an ω-trace whose termination analysis failed,
or simply in case of a timeout. The remainder program can then be analyzed
manually, or it can be used as a runtime monitor, etc.
6 Evaluation
It is unlikely that one approach outperforms all others on all kinds of programs,
either in effectiveness (how many termination problems can be solved
efficiency (... in what time?). In this paper, we have presented the base algo-
rithm of a new approach to termination analysis. To explore optimizations and
possibilities of integration with other approaches must remain a topic of future
work.
The question is whether our approach is a potentially useful addition to the
portfolio of existing approaches. Therefore, the goal of the present experimental
evaluation must be restricted to showing that the approach has a practical po-
tential in principle, regarding effectiveness and regarding efficiency. This is not
obvious since there are at least two “mission-critical” questions, namely:
– Will the algorithm just learn one terminating program P1,P2, . . . after the
other, going through an infinite (or just unrealistically high) number of sam-
ple traces π1, π2, . . . ?
– Will the check of inclusion between Bu¨chi automata (which is notoriously
difficult and still an object of ongoing work [8,37]) be a ‘bad’ bottleneck?
We put the evaluation into the context of a previous, very thorough evalua-
tion1 in [9] that contained 260 terminating programs. Out of the 260 programs,
our tool can handle 236 programs. This, we believe, indicates the potential effec-
tiveness of our approach. In comparison regarding effectiveness, Cooperating-
T2, the “winner” of the evaluation in [9] (a highly optimized tool which inte-
grates several approaches) can handle 14 programs that our tool cannot han-
dle, but our tool can handle 5 programs that Cooperating-T2 cannot handle
(namely a.10.c.t2.c, eric.t2.c, sas2.t2.c, spiral.t2.c and sumit.t2.c). This confirms our
point that no single approach provides a “silver bullet” and that it is desirable
to have a large portfolio of approaches.
We implemented the algorithm presented in Section 5 in the tool Ultimate
BuchiAutomizer that analyzes termination of C programs. The input pro-
grams and the modules are represented by Bu¨chi automata. In order to support
(possibly recursive) functions, we use Bu¨chi automata over nested words [1] (we
do not introduce the formalism in order to avoid the notational overhead) and
implemented an automata library for these automata. We do not check the in-
clusion
L(P) ⊆ L(P1) ∪ · · · ∪ L(Pn)
directly. Instead, we complement the modules and check the emptiness of their
intersection with the program
L(P) ∩ L(P1) ∪ · · · ∪ L(Pn)
which allow us to reuse intermediate results in further iterations. For comple-
menting our Bu¨chi automata we extended[41] the rank-based approach [18] to
(Bu¨chi) nested word automata. The sample ω-traces whose termination we ana-
lyze are obtained as counterexamples of an emptiness check that is implemented
in our automata library. This emptiness check is purely automata theoric, does
1 http://verify.rwth-aachen.de/brockschmidt/Cooperating-T2/
not exploit any information about the program, but prefers short counterex-
amples. We use the tool LassoRanker [24,31] to synthesize ranking functions
and supporting invariants for lassos. The Floyd-Hoare annotation is obtained
via interpolation (alternative variant of Step 2 in Section 4). For interprocedural
ω-traces we resort to nested interpolants [25]. As interpolating theorem prover we
use SMTInterpol [10]. While constructing the modules, we apply Modification
rule 1 (merge locations) always and we apply Modification rule 2 (add tran-
sitions) lazily in the following sense. Only if the automata library queries the
existence of a transition in the module, we check whether this transition can be
added by applying Modification rule 2. Our tool is available as a command line
version for download as well as via a web interface at the following URL.
http://ultimate.informatik.uni-freiburg.de/BuchiAutomizer/
The following table shows the results for a subset of the benchmarks from [9]
where our tool run on a computer with an Intel Core i5-3340M CPU with
2.70GHz. Our tool and as well as LassoRanker the SMT solver, and the au-
tomata library are written in Java. The maximum heap size of the Java virtual
machine was set to 4GB (-Xmx4G).
For each example we list the lines of code of this example, the overall run-
time that our tool needed and the time that our tool spend for analyzing lassos,
constructing modules, and checking language inclusion of Bu¨chi automata. Fur-
thermore, we list the number of certified modules that had a trivial ranking
function (e.g., f(x) = 0), the number of certified modules that had a non-trivial
ranking function, and the number of states of the largest module that was con-
structed.
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a.10.c.t2.c 183 9s 2.8s 0.7s 2.1s 2 9 5
bf20.t2.c 156 6s 0.7s 0.9s 1.9s 6 7 9
bubbleSort.t2.c 109 5s 0.7s 0.3s 1.2s 5 5 5
consts1.t2.c 40 2s 0.3s 0.1s 0.2s 2 1 5
edn.t2.c 294 119s 18.8s 7.7s 89.0s 141 15 58
eric.t2.c 53 10s 1.1s 1.7s 5.0s 4 6 14
firewire.t2.c 178 28s 3.6s 1.3s 19.0s 12 7 8
mc91.t2.c 47 12s 1.2s 0.6s 4.3s 4 10 8
p-43-terminate.t2.c 727 124s 2.1s 4.2s 110.6s 6 18 5
reverse.t2.c 1351 14s 3.1s 1.2s 2.9s 2 3 12
s3-work.t2.c 3229 28s 2.1s 4.1s 11.5s 6 12 22
sas2.t2.c 192 12s 1.3s 3.0s 5.5s 12 6 17
spiral.c 65 38s 0.9s 1.3s 32.7s 8 12 14
sumit.t2.c 83 4s 1.0s 0.2s 0.7s 4 2 4
traverse twice.t2.c 1428 12s 1.7s 1.4s 3.2s 2 4 18
ud.t2.c 279 32s 2.1s 3.8s 22.1s 30 25 32
More results2 of our tool can be found at the SV-COMP 2014 [6] where our
tool participated in the demonstration category on termination.
Discussion. A reader who is familiar with Bu¨chi automata may wonder why it
is feasible to complement Bu¨chi automata of these sizes. The answer lies in the
flexibility that our definition of a module allows. We tuned the construction of
modules in a way that the “amount of nondeterminism” is kept low. However,
it is still part of our future work to find a class of Bu¨chi automata that can
be easily complemented but does not hinder the module from accepting many
traces.
7 Related work
Our method is related to control flow refinement [22]. There, a multi-path loop
is transformed into a semantically equivalent code fragment with simpler loops.
For example, following the algebraic decomposition rule
(a+ b)∗ = (b∗ab∗)+ + b∗
the loop with the choice of two paths a and b is transformed into the nondeter-
ministic choice of two loops, one where a appears and one where it does not.
We extend control flow refinement by adding fairness constraints [40] and our
reasoning is based on ω-regular languages. In our running example (if we read
a as the outer and b as the inner loop) we decomposed the ω-regular expression
describing the nested loops as follows
(a+ b)ω = (a+ b)∗bω + (b∗a)ω.
We do not enforce the use of a fixed set of algebraic decomposition rules. In-
stead, we propose an algorithm that builds a decomposition on demand from
simple termination arguments. Thus, we partition a set of traces only when it
is necessary and, by construction, we produce only modules that are guaranteed
to have a simple termination argument.
There are many other termination analyses, e. g., [3,14,16,19,20,21,39]. Most
related are the termination analyses based on transition invariants and termina-
tion analyses based on size-change termination.
Termination analyses based on transition invariants [9,12,13,23,27,29,34,35]
combine different, independently obtained ranking functions to a termination
argument. Using transition invariants it is sufficient to cover finite repetitions of
the loop. In our running example, one could cover the loop by
(a+ b)+ = b+ + (b∗ab∗)+
using the same simple ranking functions as our method for each case. Covering
only finite traces is sound, as it can be shown that
(a+ b)ω = (a+ b)∗ bω + (a+ b)∗ (b∗ab∗)ω
2 http://sv-comp.sosy-lab.org/2014/results/
using Ramsey’s Theorem. In our approach, instead of having to introduce (a+b)∗,
we can get a more precise characterization of the code before the infinite loop;
also, we can base our case-distinction on which path was taken before the loop
was reached. Furthermore, we get smaller expressions. Compare the expression
(a+ b)∗(b∗ab∗)ω
with our expression (b∗a)ω. Although they describe exactly the same traces,
our expression is simpler and therefore leads to a simpler termination proof.
Redefining the loop entry point or unfolding the loops are intrinsic techniques
in our approach (as opposed to add-on heuristics). If for the program (ab)ω, it
is simpler to prove the correctness of the loop (baba), we use the fact that
(ab)ω = a(baba)ω.
The idea of size-change termination [4,17,28] is to track the value of (aux-
iliary) variables and show the absence of infinite executions by showing that
one value would be decreased infinitely often in a well-ordered domain. The
(auxiliary) variables can be seen as a predefined set of mutually independent
termination arguments.
In contrast with the above approaches, a termination argument in our setting
is a stand alone module (its validity is checked for the corresponding fair ω-
traces, independently from all other program traces). In contrast, a component
of a lexicographic ranking function, a disjunct of a transition invariant, or a
size-change variable makes sense only as part of a global termination argument
(whose validity has to be checked for the global program).
Finally, we use “learning” as a metaphor rather than as a technical term,
in contrast with the work in [30] which uses machine learning for termination
analysis.
8 Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented a algorithm for termination analysis that transforms a pro-
gram into a nondeterministic choice of programs. Our transformation is not
guided by the syntactic structure of the program, but by its semantics. Instead
of decomposing the program into modules and analyzing termination of the
modules, we construct modules that we learned from sample traces and that are
terminating by construction.
The general idea of such a transformation is the same as for trace refine-
ment [32]: move disjunction over abstract values to the disjunction over sets of
traces. The formalization of the shared idea and the exploration of its theoretical
and practical consequences for program analyses is a topic of future work.
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A Proofs
Proof (of Lemma 1). Let st1, st2, . . . be a fair ω-trace of P . By definition, the
final location ℓfin is visited infinitely often, i. e., there is an infinite sequence
k1 < k2 < . . . such that after stki the final location is visited. Assume that
the fair ω-trace is not terminating. Then, there exists an infinite sequence of
valuations ν0, ν1, . . . such that for each i ∈ N the pair (νi, νi+1) is contained
in the transition relation of the statement sti. By the definition of the ranking
function f , its value decreases every time final location is visited, i. e.,
f(νk1) ≻ f(νk2) ≻ . . . .
This is not possible since f maps into a well-ordered set. Hence and every fair
ω-trace of P is terminating.
Proof (of Theorem 1). First, we show that f is a ranking function for the module
P , afterwards this theorem is a direct consequence of Lemma 1.
Consider a finite path of the module P
ℓ0
st1→ · · ·
stk→ ℓk
stk+1
→ · · ·
stn→ ℓn
that starts in the initial location and visits the final location in the k-th step
and in the n-th step, i. e.,
ℓ0 = ℓinit and ℓk = ℓn = ℓfin.
Let ν0, . . . , νn be a sequence of valuations such that each pair of successive
valuations (νi, νi+1) is in the transition relation of the statement sti, i.e.,
ν0
st1→ · · ·
stk→ νk
stk+1
→ · · ·
stn→ νn.
Next, we show that the strict inequality f(νn) < f(νk) holds. Therefore, we
extend the valuation νi with a value for the auxiliary variable oldrnk. We define
this value oldrnki as follows.
oldrnki :=


∞ if ∀j < i.ℓj 6= ℓfin,
f(νj)
where j is greatest index
such that j < i and ℓj = ℓfin
otherwise
This extended valuation (νi ∪ {oldrnk 7→ oldrnki}) is denoted by ν¯i. Now, we
show by induction that for all indices i of our automaton run the extended
valuation ν¯i is contained in the invariant I(ℓi), i.e.,
ν¯i ∈ I(ℓi) for i = 0 . . . n.
Induction basis i = 0. The extended valuation ν¯0 is an element of I(ℓinit),
because the initial value of oldrnk is ∞ and the predicate oldrnk = ∞ is
equivalent to the invariant I(ℓinit).
Induction step i i+ 1.
– Case 1: i is index of an accepting state:
By the induction hypothesis the extended valuation ν¯i is contained in I(ℓi).
According to the definition of a rank certificate the predicate I(ℓi+1) is a
superset of the predicate post(I(ℓi), oldrnk:=f(~v) ; sti). Above we defined the
value oldrnki+1 := f(νi). Hence, the extended valuation ν¯i+1 is contained in
I(ℓi+1).
– Case 2: i is not index of an accepting state:
By the induction hypothesis the extended valuation ν¯i is contained in I(ℓi).
According to the definition of a rank certificate the predicate I(ℓi+1) is a
superset of the predicate post(I(ℓi), sti). Since the auxiliary variable oldrnk
does not appear in the program it is not modified by the statement sti. Ac-
cording to the definition above, the value oldrnki+1 coincides with the value
oldrnki. Hence, the extended valuation ν¯i+1 is contained in the predicate
I(ℓi+1).
Let k0 < k1 < . . . < km be the ascending chain of indices such that k0 = k,
km = n and ℓkj = ℓfin for all j = 0, . . .m. Since νkj ∈ I(ℓkj ) the strict inequality
f(νkj ) < oldrnkkj holds. As defined above, the value oldrnkkj is defined as νkj−1 ,
hence the following sequence is a descending chain
f(νk0) > f(νk2) > . . . > f(νkm)
and especially f(νk) > f(νn) holds and. Therefore f is a ranking function for P .
Using Lemma 1, we conclude that each fair ω-trace of P is terminating.
Proof (of Theorem 2). The proof procedes in two steps. First we show that a
program can be decomposed into modules. In the second step we show that we
can give a ranking function and rank certificate for each terminating module.
The theorem of Bu¨chi says that we can decompose each ω-regular language
L into a finite disjuction
L =
n⋃
i=1
Ui.V
ω
i
where each Ui and each Vi is a regular language.
Let AUi and A
V
i be finite deterministic automata that recognize the regular
languages Ui and Vi, respectively. We construct the module Pi using the stan-
dard construction where AUi and A
V
i are combined to a Bu¨chi automaton that
recognizes the language Ui.V
ω
i . The (single) final state of Pi is the initial state
of AVi in this construction. Hence, we can decompose the program P into fair
modules
L(P) = L(P1) ∪ · · · ∪ L(Pn).
Since the modules contain the same executions as the program P they must
also be terminating. Existence of a computable ranking functions f is a classical
result.We take such a ranking function and extend the module by a specifi-
cation that asserts that this ranking function is decreasing whenever the final
location is visited. A Floyd-Hoare annotation which shows partial correctness
of the extended module can be seen as rank certificate I. The existence of this
Floyd-Hoare annotation is also a classical result [2].
